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The Indian Evidence Act (I. of 1872)
Law school case/text book covering intellectual property law. Volume I surveys philosophical perspectives, trade secret law,
and patent law.

Fruits of the Poisonous Tree
Who was Shah Bano and why was her alimony pertinent to India’s Secularism? Does the fundamental right to life include
the right to livelihood and shelter? Where there is the right to live, is there also the right to die? How did Bhanwari Devi’s
Rape help define sexual harassment at the workplace? Here are the Supreme Court's ten pivotal judgements that have
transformed Indian democracy and redefined our daily, lives. Exploring vital themes such as custodial deaths, reservations
and environmental jurisprudence, this book contextualizes the judgements, explains key concepts and maps their impacts.
Written by one of India's most respected lawyers, Ten Judgements That Changed India is an authoritative yet accessible
read for anyone keen to understand India's legal system and the foundations of our democracy.

Legal Division Reference Book - 2015
Enjoy these fascinating stories of how real people dealt with conflict situations in unusual and creative ways. Many bring
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tears to the eyes as they open our hearts and bring us a deeper appreciation for what is possible. The solutions each person
finds are unique — no two are exactly the same — so they keep us on the edge of our seats through the last story. There
are no recipes, no set of steps — just raw experience as it unfolded, how each person came face-to-face with a challenge
and found a way to meet it.Some of the stories are intensely moving, some funny, some startling or surprising. Some are in
ordinary circumstances much like we all face — a ranch, a local restaurant, or a back yard. Others take place between
people in dark alleys, on a psych ward, in a jail, or in the midst of international conflict or war. Includes stories from Nobel
Peace Prize winner Muhammad Yunis, Marshall Rosenberg (founder of Nonviolent Communication), Colonel Christopher
Hughes, and Milton H. Erickson, plus people like you and I.

Inheritance
“One of the most dazzling and devastating novels I’ve read in a long timeReaders of Fruit of the Drunken Tree will surely be
transformed.” --San Francisco Chronicle “Simultaneously propulsive and poetic, reminiscent of Isabel AllendeListen to this
new author’s voice — she has something powerful to say.” --Entertainment Weekly A mesmerizing debut set in Colombia at
the height Pablo Escobar's violent reign about a sheltered young girl and a teenage maid who strike an unlikely friendship
that threatens to undo them both Seven-year-old Chula and her older sister Cassandra enjoy carefree lives thanks to their
gated community in Bogotá, but the threat of kidnappings, car bombs, and assassinations hover just outside the
neighborhood walls, where the godlike drug lord Pablo Escobar continues to elude authorities and capture the attention of
the nation. When their mother hires Petrona, a live-in-maid from the city's guerrilla-occupied slum, Chula makes it her
mission to understand Petrona's mysterious ways. But Petrona's unusual behavior belies more than shyness. She is a young
woman crumbling under the burden of providing for her family as the rip tide of first love pulls her in the opposite direction.
As both girls' families scramble to maintain stability amidst the rapidly escalating conflict, Petrona and Chula find
themselves entangled in a web of secrecy that will force them both to choose between sacrifice and betrayal. Inspired by
the author's own life, and told through the alternating perspectives of the willful Chula and the achingly hopeful Petrona,
Fruit of the Drunken Tree contrasts two very different, but inextricably linked coming-of-age stories. In lush prose, Rojas
Contreras has written a powerful testament to the impossible choices women are often forced to make in the face of
violence and the unexpected connections that can blossom out of desperation.

Fruit Trees and Useful Plants in Amazonian Life
The curtain rises on this collection of twisted tales, revealing the words of bestselling thriller author Lee Child. Child sets the
stage for a series of mysterious and strange goings-on that occur between the hours of midnight and dawn the graveyard
shift. Contributing authors in this first anthology produced by the Writers' Police Academy include bestselling mystery and
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crime authors, top television writers, true crime experts, and more.Including stories from Heather GrahamPhoef Sutton,
Robin Burcell, Allison Brennan, Carrie Stuart Parks, Lisa Klink, RJ Beam, Joe Bonsall, Katherine Ramsland, Denene Lofland,
Michael A. Black, Mike Roche, Les Edgerton, Shawn Reilly Simmons, Rick McMahan, Marco Conelli, Cheryl Yeko, Howard
Lewis, Linda Lovely, Lee Lofland, Ry Brooks, and Emilya Naymark. With a foreword by Lee Child.

Managing the Risks of Extreme Events and Disasters to Advance Climate Change Adaptation
Christopher Fulton's journey began with the death of Evelyn Lincoln, late secretary to President John F. Kennedy. Through
Lincoln, crucial evidence ended up in Christopher's hands—evidence that was going to be used to facilitate a new future for
America. But the U.S. government's position was clear: that evidence had to be confiscated and classified, and the truth
hidden away from the public. Christopher was sent to federal prison for years under a sealed warrant and indictment. The
Inheritance, Christopher's personal narrative, shares insider information from his encounters with the Russian Government,
President Ronald Reagan, Donald Trump, the Clinton White House, the U.S. Justice Department, the Secret Service, and the
Kennedy family themselves. It reveals the true intentions of Evelyn Lincoln and her secret promise to Robert Kennedy—and
Christopher's secret promise to John F. Kennedy Jr. The Inheritance explodes with history-changing information and answers
the questions Americans are still asking, while pulling them through a gauntlet of some of the worst prisons this country has
to offer. This book thrillingly exposes the reality of American power, and sheds light on the dark corners of current
corruption within the executive branch and the justice and prison systems.

Handbook of Poisonous and Injurious Plants
Nagendra Natha Datta is about to travel by boat. It is the month Joisto (May - June), the time of storms. His wife, Surja
Mukhi, had adjured him, saying, "Be careful; if a storm arises be sure you fasten the boat to the shore. Do not remain in the
boat." Nagendra had consented to this, otherwise Surja Mukhi would not have permitted him to leave home; and unless he
went to Calcutta his suits in the Courts would not prosper. Nagendra Natha was a young man, about thirty years of age, a
wealthy zemindar (landholder) in Zillah Govindpur. He dwelt in a small village which we shall call Haripur. He was travelling
in his own boat. The first day or two passed without obstacle. The river flowed smoothly on - leaped, danced, cried out,
restless, unending, playful. On shore, herdsmen were grazing their oxen - one sitting under a tree singing, another smoking,
some fighting, others eating. Inland, husbandmen were driving the plough, beating the oxen, lavishing abuse upon them, in
which the owner shared.

Fruit from a Poisonous Tree
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-- By identifying dangerous organisms, this book makes life safer for those who encounter the exuberant diversity of nature
in the American tropics -- Part One illustrates and describes each poisonous plant and animal in a nontechnical manner -Part Two provides in-depth information of the toxins, symptoms, and treatments presently recorded in the scientific
literature, as well as beneficial uses and folklore -- A must for campers, hikers, bicyclists, kayakers -- anyone who spends
time in the Florida outdoors

Fruit of a Poisoned Tree
A Victorian M/M mystery romance. At Scotland Yard, DI Timothy Stoker a master of arcane documents who prefers hard
work to headlines. But someone must unmask Hieronymus Bash, who might be a rogue in Savile Row finery. Will this case
be the end of Stoker's career or the start of an unexpected liaison? Or will the mysterious forces be the death him?

Criminal Procedure in Practice
A new edition of the well-loved story of Danny and his father who outwit their greedy, rich neighbour, Mr Victor Hazell. With
a great new cover by Quentin Blake as well as a whole new exciting end section about Roald Dahl and his world.

After Midnight
Mаintаining a right diеt аnd nutritiоn саn help imрrоvе уоur оvеrаll health. It саn аlѕо inсrеаѕе your energy levels аnd
рrеvеnt diseases. In ѕоmе саѕеѕ, a gооd diet рlаn mау be instrumental in kеерing рѕусhоlоgiсаl disorders such as
dерrеѕѕiоn at bay. Gооd nutritiоn simply means уоur bоdу is given аll оf thе nutrients, thе vitаminѕ аnd minеrаlѕ thаt it
nееdѕ ѕо it саn funсtiоn properly. A hеаlthу diеt iѕ whаt givеѕ уоur bоdу the nutritiоn it needs. Thе wоndеrѕ оf gооd
nutritiоn gо furthеr than you can imagine. It's аlѕо worth noting thаt a good diet саn imрrоvе уоur bodily funсtiоnѕ,
particularly with саrdiоvаѕсulаr funсtiоnѕ and уоur mental wеll-bеing. Yоur соgnitivе реrfоrmаnсе iѕ also еnhаnсеd аlоng
the wау, аnd the best part iѕ knоwing thаt with good nutritiоn, уоur wоund hеаling capabilities will be given a big bооѕt,
rеduсing your risks of ѕuffеring diѕеаѕеѕ аnd sickness along thе wау.

Do Exclusionary Rules Ensure a Fair Trial?
In 1987, Chicago’s street gangs were highly organized, and the Ida B. Wells housing projects were one of the most
dangerous in the nation. Two brothers, Carl and Tommy, were born into a world of hell and chaos, fighting every day to
survive living with drug-addicted parents. A child’s innocence was a small price to pay in order to secure the next fix.
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Abandoned by their mother after their father’s incarceration, they turned to their friend Lucky and joined the Gangster
Disciples. After years of them learning life’s lessons in the streets, their father is released from prison a born-again
Christian. Carl finds it in his heart to forgive him; however, Tommy, a psychopathic killer, wants revenge in the worst way.
To add to the chaos, the brothers are caught in the middle of a Gangster Disciple and Black Disciple gang war. The Black
Disciples win the war, and Lucky flips to join the opposing gang, led by King Neal. He quickly rises to the top of the lucrative
drug trade in the Ida B. Wells housing projects. Events quickly unfold into a bloody fight for survival as Lucky’s list of
adversaries continues to grow, with his childhood friend being at the top.

Attribution in International Law and Arbitration
"The first edition of Poisonous Plants was extremely well received, praised for its combination of wide coverage, ease of use
and superb color illustrations. The second edition is a complete revision and contains over 50% additional text and
illustrative material, with special attention to North America. The new edition of this practical reference work will be valued
by a wide range of professional groups for many years to come."--BOOK JACKET.

Fruit of the Poisonous Tree
This essential resource provides students with an introduction to the rules and principles of criminal procedure law. This
text uses a case study approach to help students develop the analytical skills necessary to understand the origins, context,
and evolutions of the law; concentrates on US Supreme Court decisions interpreting both state and federal constitutions;
and introduces students to the reference materials and strategies used for basic legal research.

Fruit of a Poisonous Tree
The bed was neatly made, and the woman on top neatly strangled. According to all accounts, Angela Hathall was deeply in
love with her husband and far too paranoid to invite an unknown person into their home. So who managed to gain entry
and strangle her without a struggle? That is the problem facing Inspector Wexford in Shake Hands Forever. Perhaps it was
the mystery woman who left her fingerprints on the Hathall's bathtub? Perhaps it was Angela's husband who lied about a
stolen library book? And why was the Hathall home, usually so unkempt, exqisitely clean the day of Angela's death? Then a
neighbor--friendly, knowing, disarmingly beautiful--offers Wexford her assistance. And what begins as a rather tricky case
turns into an obsession that threatens to destroy the Inspector's career--as well as his marriage. Maddeningly addictive,
smart and surprising, Shake Hands Forever showcases Ruth Rendell at the height of her storytelling powers.
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Silent Weapons for Quiet Wars
Classics of English poetry, alternately describing childhood states of innocence and their inevitable ensnarement in a
corrupt and repressive world. Contains the full texts of all the poems in the original 1794 edition of both collections.

Fruit of the Poisonous Tree
This book provides practical guidance for attorneys on all the stages of a criminal case from the police investigation
immediately following the crime, to issues involving the double jeopardy clause. The book interprets constitutional
principals, case law & commentary that apply to both the prosecution & defense in federal, state, or military courts. It
includes analysis by Paul Marcus, the Haynes Professor of Law at the College of William & Mary Marshall-Wythe School of
Law & practice comments by Jack Simmermann, a lawyer with 26 years of experience as a prosecutor, defense lawyer &
triad judge. In addition to the commentary, the book incorporates helpful Checklists, Cautions, Warnings, Practice Tips,
Techniques, Tactics, Forms & Strategies throughout the text, which are valuable to students & lawyers with little or no
practical experience.

Songs of Innocence and Songs of Experience
The Legal Division Handbook relies essentially on the Supreme Court cases that have developed Fourth, Fifth and Sixth
Amendment law. Crucial principles of the law are embedded in the Handbook text with frequent cites to the pertinent
cases. This Reference Book provides an opportunity to gain further insight, clarity and understanding of the law by setting
out the facts, issues, holding, and rationales of those significant decisions. The cases are listed by subject in the Table of
Contents and by name in the Index in the back of this book. This Reference Book is also helpful in preparing for legal
examinations. The facts of each case can mimic the material that make up multiple choice test questions. The issue in each
case brief can serve as a test question. Students may attempt to answer the question posed in the issue before reading the
Supreme Court's answer and rationale as a means of testing knowledge gained from course work and the Handbook.
Specific guidance and policies from the Department of Justice and Department of Homeland Security is arranged for quick
reference on issues such as: Use of Race, Legal Ethics, Consensual Monitoring, Use of Deadly Force, the Public Safety
Exception, Discovery in Criminal Cases, Use, Preservation and Disclosure of eCommunications in Federal Criminal Cases,
Electronic Recording of Statements, and Interviewing Government Employees.

Fruits of the Poisonous Tree
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When a young Navy SEAL is savagely murdered in a Seattle alley, presumably by a Marine Corps war hero, Navy lawyer
Faydra Green is ordered to investigate. Although this is her first homicide assignment, it does not take Faydra long to
decide the accused man is innocent. Someone wants her investigation to quietly disappear, but Faydra is determined to
clear the accused man's name, discover why she has been made an accessory to a cover up, and find out who is
responsible. But she will need all her wits about her to unravel the intricate web of lies and deception that stand between
her and the answers she seeks. Faydra's quest for the truth launches her on a heart-pounding voyage across the world in a
desperate race against time. Along the way, she will contend with the murky backwaters of governmental dirty deals and
international intrigue, follow every lead, and risk her life in a bid to halt a catastrophic conflict that has three nations on the
brink of war.

Police Interrogation and Confessions
"This book is a veritable powerhouse that shatters, in one instant, the wall of lies and deceit that took decades to build upon
our impressionable minds. Stamper's ability to explain complex legal and political information in a comprehensive yet
concise manner is without equal. Like a master sculptor he has chipped away the 'Words of Art and Deception' to reveal the
inescapable and undeniable Truth. This book has single-handedly bared the cleverly crafted schemes of a Power-lusting
Elite." ~ Paul Nash, DC, ND, CCN, ACU, Holistic Medicine, Minneapolis "If only a portion of what this researcher has
discovered is verifiable, we as a nation of free people must hang our heads in shame. The future generations will not forgive
us or forget the terrible injustice we have let befall them." ~ Fred Diaulas, Professor of Ethics, University of North Florida "In
1954 I began my legal practice as an assistant district attorney in the city of Miami. We switched from common law
pleading to statutory pleading and no one asked why. Now I know the answer, and it depresses me to no end." ~ Ralph G.
Mitchell, JD, Attorney at Law, St. Augustine, Florida.

The Easy Diet
This open access publication discusses exclusionary rules in different criminal justice systems. It is based on the findings of
a research project in comparative law with a focus on the question of whether or not a fair trial can be secured through
evidence exclusion. Part I explains the legal framework in which exclusionary rules function in six legal systems: Germany,
Switzerland, People’s Republic of China, Taiwan, Singapore, and the United States. Part II is dedicated to selected issues
identified as crucial for the assessment of exclusionary rules. These chapters highlight the delicate balance of interests
required in the exclusion of potentially relevant information from a criminal trial and discusses possible approaches to
alleviate the legal hurdles involved.
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Mr. Justice Brandeis
Fruit of the Drunken Tree
The second edition of this book is created to assist the clinician in the initial response to the needs of a child or adult
exposed to a poisonous or injurious plant. It lists common plants that might lead to the development of the symptom
complex and describes the mechanisms of action of the implicated toxin, additional clinical manifestations, and specific
therapeutics for each presentation. It has methodically enhanced the previous edition’s botanical rigor with insights from
both pharmacognosy and clinical medicine to make it a truly comprehensive source for anyone who has an interest in
plants.

Pruning for Flowers and Fruit
The Fourth Edition of this clearly written Understanding treatise is new in many respects. Most significantly, it has been
enlarged to two volumes. Volume One: Investigation is intended for use in criminal procedure courses focusing primarily or
exclusively on the police investigatory process. Volume Two: Adjudication covers the criminal process after the police
investigation ends and the adjudicative process commences. The text covers the most important United States Supreme
Court cases in the field. Where pertinent, the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, federal statutes, and lower federal and
state court cases are considered. The broad overarching policy issues of criminal procedure are laid out and some of the
hottest debates in the field are considered in depth and objectively. The authors have also included citations to important
scholarship, both classic and recent, into which readers may delve more deeply regarding specific topics.

The Poison Tree
Sweet Fruit from the Bitter Tree
Understanding Criminal Procedure: Adjudication
"The importance of derivative evidence and the way that courts treat its admissibility cannot be underestimated. In many
cases, the determination of whether or not derivative evidence will be admitted has the functional effect of deciding the
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outcome of a trial. " M Wiseman, "The Derivative Imperative: An Analysis of Derivative Evidence in Canada" (1997) 39
Criminal Law Quarterly 435, 491.The fate of a criminal trial can be determined by a decision by the trial judge to exclude
evidence which has come about by illegal or improper investigative means. An exclusion of a confession obtained
involuntarily, or drugs located in an illegal search, can result in the collapse of a case against an accused.Although much
has been written in Australia on the rule and discretions to exclude such evidence, little has been written on a particular
species of such evidence, that is, evidence which is derived from evidence which has been obtained by illegal or improper
investigative means. This is so even though a criminal law practitioner is not infrequently faced with a brief of evidence
which contains evidence which has been derived from other evidence which itself was illegally or improperly
obtained.Described variously in overseas literature as "derivative evidence" or "fruit of the poisonous tree", this species of
evidence gives rise to considerations which are peculiar to it when applying the exclusionary rule and discretions. Thus, the
second or subsequent confession obtained after in consequence of an improperly obtained confession may require the
judge to think differently on the question of exclusion. Similarly, the bank records located in consequence of scraps of paper
found during an illegal search of an accused person's residence may call into play additional factors to weigh in the balance
required by the public policy discretion.This text provides practitioners with a readily comprehensible analysis of the
operation of the exclusionary rule and discretions in Australia, including the factors which come in to play generally with
respect to all evidence illegally and improperly obtained, and more specifically with respect to derivative evidence.

Poisonous Plants and Animals of Florida and the Caribbean
Unreasonable Searches and Seizures
In June 2005, Fred van der Vyver, a young actuary and the son of a wealthy Eastern Cape farming family, was charged with
murdering his girlfriend, Inge Lotz, allegedly bludgeoning her to death with a hammer as she lay on a couch in her lounge.
The case against Van der Vyver seemed overwhelming. His behaviour at the time of the murder appeared suspicious and
incriminating, and a letter, penned by Inge on the morning of her death, suggested that the two had been fighting. But it
was forensic evidence that seemed to prove his guilt: his fingerprints were found at the scene, one of his shoes was
matched to a blood stain on the bathroom floor, and traces of blood were found on an ornamental hammer that had been
given to him by the victim's parents. And yet, in one of the most sensational and controversial murder trials in South African
legal history, Van der Vyver's lawyers sought to turn the tables on the police, accusing them of fabricating evidence and
lying to the judge. In this book prize-winning author Antony Altbeker takes you into the heat of this epic courtroom battle.
Altbeker's eye-witness account of the trial presents the reader with all the evidence and testimony of the trial, while also
placing it in the context of a society and a justice system that are being stretched to breaking point.
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Shake Hands Forever
This publication is a testament to the potential of integrating traditional and scientific knowledge of both local communities
and academic and development professionals alike. It also serves as a reminder to the scientific community that science
should be shared with local people and not confined to journals and closed circles of technical experts. Scientists and forestreliant communities are geographically and conceptually distant. Scientific findings are rarely shared with local people and
locals are infrequently consulted regarding the species and landscapes they have known for generations. To bridge this
divide, this book weaves together the voices of farmers and scientists; hunters and policy makers; midwives and musicians.
From Brazil nuts and Cat's claw to Copaiba and Titica, this book shares a wealth of information on a wide range of plant
species that comes only from the close collaboration between local peoples and researchers.

Criminal Procedure
This Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Special Report (IPCC-SREX) explores the challenge of understanding and
managing the risks of climate extremes to advance climate change adaptation. Extreme weather and climate events,
interacting with exposed and vulnerable human and natural systems, can lead to disasters. Changes in the frequency and
severity of the physical events affect disaster risk, but so do the spatially diverse and temporally dynamic patterns of
exposure and vulnerability. Some types of extreme weather and climate events have increased in frequency or magnitude,
but populations and assets at risk have also increased, with consequences for disaster risk. Opportunities for managing
risks of weather- and climate-related disasters exist or can be developed at any scale, local to international. Prepared
following strict IPCC procedures, SREX is an invaluable assessment for anyone interested in climate extremes,
environmental disasters and adaptation to climate change, including policymakers, the private sector and academic
researchers.

Raising Goats For Dummies
10 Judgements That Changed India
Attribution in International Law and Arbitration clarifies and critically discusses the international rules of attribution of
conduct, particularly regarding their application to states under international investment law. It examines the key question
of how and to what extent breaches of State obligations, particularly in respect of States' commitments to foreign investors
under international investment agreements (IIAs) and bilateral investment treaties (BITs), can be attributed. Of special
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interest within this context is the responsibility of States when the alleged breach has been committed by separate legal
entities, rather than the state itself. Under domestic law, entities such as state-owned enterprises (SOEs) are considered
legally distinct, however the State may still be considered responsible for their actions under international law. The book
addresses the relevant issues systematically, beginning with direct reference to the Draft Articles on Responsibility of
States for Internationally Wrongful Acts (ARSIWA) on attribution, finalized by the International law Commission (ILC) in 2001.
It then elaborates on the specifics of international investment law, based on a detailed examination of practice and case
law, whilst giving due consideration to the academic debate. The result is a full, innovative take on one of the most difficult
questions in investment arbitration.

Stoker & Bash
I stopped at a Starbuck's on 2nd Avenue in New York City on the upper east side. I purchased a grande and went over to a
vacant table near the window that had two empty chairs. I sat down in the closest one and intended to put my computer on
the other chair. I pulled back the chair and saw this notebook lying on its seat. It contained the story of a woman, named
Dakota, who tried to save her marriage but ended up not only losing that but also so much of what she believed she stood
for that she was unable to look at herself in the mirror. She told this tale to this notebook looking for help.

Poisonous Plants
A timely, historical look at Fourth Amendment jurisprudence, covering more than two centuries of search-and-seizure law,
from landmark judicial decisions to enduring controversies.

Intellectual Property in the New Technological Age
Danny the Champion of the World
There have been huge advances in our ability to diagnose autism and in the development of effective interventions that can
change children’s lives. In this extraordinary book, Lynn Kern Koegel, a leading clinician, researcher, and cofounder of the
renowned Autism Research Center at the University of California at Santa Barbara, combines her cutting-edge expertise
with the everyday perspectives of Claire LaZebnik, a writer whose experience with a son with autism provides a rare
window into the disorder. Together, they draw on the highly effective “pivotal response” approach developed at the center
to provide concrete ways of improving the symptoms of autism and the emotional struggles that surround it, while
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reminding readers never to lose sight of the humor that lurks in the disability’s quirkiness or the importance of enjoying
your child. From the shock of diagnosis to the step-by-step work with verbal communication, social interaction, selfstimulation, meltdowns, fears, and more, the answers are here-in a book that is as warm and nurturing as it is authoritative.

Poison Tree
Raise goats and reap the rewards. Raising Goats For Dummies provides you with an introduction to all aspects of owning,
caring for, and the day-to-day benefits of raising goats. Raising Goats For Dummies is your How-to guide for: Breaking down
the complicated process of choosing and purchasing the right goat breed to meet your needs and getting facilities for your
goat set up. Providing in-depth information on proper grooming, handling, feeding, and milking Covering the basics of goat
health and nutrition Offering tips and advice for using your goat to produce milk, meat, fiber, and more Understand what
makes these useful and delightful creatures so popular and gain the knowledge and skills to properly care for and utilize
their many offerings.

Dakota's Diary: The Fruit of the Poisonous Tree
The best groomed and most productive garden is easy when you know what to prune when and how your plants work.
Pruning for Flowers and Fruit covers plants in cool-temperate to subtropical climates and is suitable for the home gardener,
avid enthusiast as well as the nursery trade and horticultural students. It includes annuals, ornamentals, vegetables, roses,
perennials and hydrangeas, and fruiting plants that can be pruned to fit in your back garden. The author shows how to
choose the best plant at the nursery, prune weather damaged plants, renovate ornamental or fruiting trees and shrubs, and
maintain your secateurs like a professional. Create different landscape features such as pleached avenues, design elements
like hedges and the more fanciful topiary. Show off your plant’s juvenile foliage or beautiful bark, or sustainably harvest
wood for carpentry or craft by following the steps on how to coppice or pollard plants. Never get your wisteria in a twist
again and learn to prune with confidence following techniques that range from the most basic through to those for the most
advanced espaliers.

Overcoming Autism
Struggling to escape their respective pasts and searching for a sense of belonging, two young women encounter vampires,
shapeshifters and other supernatural beings before landing in a "normal" region and wondering if they will be able to adjust
to regular life. By the author of the Kiesha'ra series.
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